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CONGLOMERABILITY AND FINITE PARTITIONS

ALAN ZAME

(Communicated by Bert E. Fristedt)

ABSTRACT. This paper gives a simplified proof of a generalization of the theo-

rem of Schervish, Seidenfeld and Kadane on the extent of nonconglomerability

of finitely additive probability measures.

1. Introduction. If p is a countably additive probability measure on the set

f2, A is a measurable subseet of fi and {Pn} is a partition of 0 into sets of positive

measure, then since ß(A) = £^n p.(A n Pn) it follows that

p{A n Pn)

More generally, if p is not countably additive and p — tp,/ -Y (1 — t)pc is its decom-

position into its purely finitely additive and countably additive parts, then

ti(AnPn) ^

H'\rnl

From this it follows that

n(Ar\Pn)
(*) sup pt(A) — sup ■

ß(Pn)
<t,

where the sup is over all measurable A and countable partitions {Pn} of 0 into sets

of positive measure. In [2], Schervish, Seidenfeld and Kadan prove that if p(-\-) is

a conditional probability for p. then the sup in (*) in fact equals t, where the sup

is now over all partitions {Pn} of 0 into measurable sets. This sup is the extent of

nonconglomerability of p. (Another, more self-contained, treatment of this result is

given in [1].) The purpose of this paper is to give a simpler proof of a somewhat

stronger result.

2. The results. Suppose (p., fi, 5) is a probability measure. A function, which

we shall also denote by p, on S x (S\0) is called a conditional probability (cp) for

(i if
(i) for each A e S\0, A*(-|A) is a probability measure concentrated on A;

(ii) if A C B c C C H, B ¿ 0, then m(A|G) = p{A\B)p{B\C); and

(iii) p.iAQ) = piA).
These conditions imply

(iii)' If p{B) ¿ 0, then p{A\B) = p{A)/piB).
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We may decompose p = tuj + (1 — t)pc, where pc is a countably additive prob-

ability measure on 12 and pj is a purely finitely additive probability measure. We

write nip) = t.

The extent of nonconglomerability of p, lip), is

sup sup   p(A) - sup (p(A\Pn))
A   {/>„} L "

where the first sup is over all measurable A and the second over all countable

partitions of 12 into measurable sets. ^(/z) apparently depends on the cp. In any

event, the remark in the introduction shows that "¡{p) < nip). The result of [2] is

that 7(/i) = nip). In particular, 7(/x) is independent of the cp.

The proof that 7(/z) = nip) may readily be reduced to the special case that f2

is countable and S = all subsets of 12. (For completeness, the details are included

in the next section.) In this case, we actually have a more general result. Suppose

p is defined on S x 7, where 7 = the nonempty finite subset of 12, and p satis-

fies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii)' in the definition of cp. Then p will be called a

finitely defined conditional probability (fdcp). We define i/ip) to be i{p) with the

additional restriction that the sets Pn in the partition of f2 are finite.

THEOREM. //12 is a countable set, p a probability measure on the subset o/fi,

p{-\-) a fdcp for p, then if{p) — nip).

We remark that the only role that (iii)' plays is in the inequality 7/(/tt) < nip),

as before. The reverse inequality, which is the heart of the matter, does not depend

on (iii)'.

3. The basic lemma and proof of the Theorem. The basic lemma, from

which the results follow easily and which will be proven in §4, is the following.

LEMMA, IfQ is a countable set, p a purely finitely additive probability measure

on the subset of12 (i.e., pi point) = 0) and p(-\-) is a fdcp for p, then if(p) — 1.

Notice that in this case (iii)' is vacuous. The conditional p{-\-) really has no rela-

tion to the measure p. For instance, if v is any measure on 12 for which f(point) ^ 0

we could define

piA\B) = viAÇ\B)/v{B)    for Be 7,

and this would give a fdcp for p.

We shall first show how the theorem followed from this lemma and how the

theorem implies the result of [2] when 12 is not assumed countable.

As remarked before, ')f(p) < n(p), so all the proofs consist of finding partitions

that give the opposite inequality, n(p) < ^(p) or n(p) < ^j(p). We may also

assume that n(p) > 0, for the countably additive case is clear.

Proof of the Theorem. Let e > 0; write p = tpf + (l - t)pc. Then the
fdcp p{-\-) gives a fdcp p{-\-) for pf, since ¿¿/(point) = 0. Thus there is a partition

{Pn} of 12 into finite sets and a set A with

pjiA)-piA\Pn)>\-e

for each n. Then p(A) — ¿z(A|Pn) > t - e.

Proof of the Theorem of Schervish, Seidenfeld and Kadane. Let
e > 0. There is a partition {Pn} of 12, Pn measurable, with ^2p(Pn) < (\-t)+e/2.
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Let fi be p restricted to the tr-algebra generated by the Pn; equivalently, p may be

viewed as a measure on {1,2,3,... } with fi({n}) = p{Pn)- Let fi — sfif + (1 — s)fic

be the decomposition of p. (Notice that fif and fic may not be the restrictions of

pj and pc and s may not equal i.) Then p(-\-) and s > t — e/2 restricts to a

cp fi(-\-) for p. There exists a partition {Qn} of {1,2,3,...} into finite sets and

AC {1,2,3,...} with

fi(Ä)-fi{A~\Qn)>s-e/2>t-e

for every n. Let A = \JPn and

Qm=     (J    (Pn)-
n€Qm

Then p(A) - p(A\Qm) >t-e.

4. Proof of the Lemma. The setting is that p is a finitely additive measure

on the subsets of the countable set $, /¿(point) = 0, and p(-\-) is a fdcp for p.

We define A > B to mean that piA\A U B) > piB\A U B). Condition (ii) in the

definition of fdcp implies that >- is transitive and

if Ai,..., An are pairwise disjoint finite sets,

(*) B finite, Aj > B for each j, then

p{B\Ai U---UAnUß) < l/n.

DEFINITION. An element or finite subset A of O is infinitely exceedable if 3

pairwise disjoint finite sets E\, E2, £3,..., such that Ej >■ A for each j.

Let I = {x e O: x is infinitely exceedable} and let M = 12\J. We note that

A C 12 is infinitely exceedable if and only if A C /.

Let e > 0 and N be a positive integer > l/e. We will find a set A with piA) >

1 - £ and a partition P = {Pj} of 12, each P0 finite, with p{A\Pj) < l/N.
The construction is split into two cases, depending on whether M or infinite.

CASE 1. Suppose >/ is finite. If F is a finite subset of I then 3Gi,..., Gn C I,

each Gj finite, with G3 > F. Thus, if G = G\ U • • • U Gn, we see that

for every finite subset F C 1, 3 finite subset G C I

^**' with piF\FüG)< l/N.

Thus, starting with an arbitrary nonempty finite Fi C I we may find a sequence

of pairwise disjoint finite sets Fi, F2, F3,... such that

x¿(F, U • ■ • U Fn\Fi U ■ ■ • U Fn+1) < l/N

(***^ for each N, and (JF, = /.

Por/ = l,...,JV let

Aj =      (J      F*-
fcEj(mod n)

Since |J1 Ay = I, for some jo, ß(A]0) < l/N. Let

Pi =Fjo+l U---UFjo+N,

Pi = Fjo + N + l U • • ■ U FJ0 + 2N,

Pr = •^o + (r-l)N+l U • ■ ■ U Fjo+rN      for r > 1,
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and let

P0 = MU{F1U---öFj0).

Then {Pj : j > 0} is a partition of 12 into finite sets. Let

A = n\(AJ0UF1U---UFJO).

Then

PÍA) = l-piAJO)>l-e.

Further,

piA\Pr) = p(FJO+{r_1)N+1 U • • • U Fjo+rN-1\F}0+ir_1)N+1) U • • • U Fjo+rN) < l/N

by (* * *).
CASE 2. Suppose M is infinite. Then, if F C 0 is finite 3G C ü, G finite,

G n F = 0, such that if // C 12\(F U G) is finite, then G> H. From this it follows

that in fact we can find G with G n F = 0 such that // C 12\(F U G) finite implies

that piH\G U //) < 1/7V. Thus, we may find a sequence of pairwise disjoint finite

sets {Fj), (jFj = H, such that if H is finite, H C !2\(J" F,, then

(****) p{H\H\JFn)<l/N.

As before, for j = 1,..., N let

A, =       (J       Ffc.
fc=j(mod iV)

3j'o such that piAj) < l/N. This time, let

Pr = Fy0+(r_i)jy U Fj0 + (r_i)w+1 U ■ ■ ■ U Fj0+TN-1

and let A = fi\(Aj0UFiU- • -UFio -1) (or f2\A, if j0 = 1). Then /¿(A) = l-/¿(Aio) >
1 — e. Furthermore, A n Pr is a finite set contained in 12\(Fi U • • • U FJO+(r_1)j\r),

so, by (* * **),

p{A\Pr) < l/N.

REMARK. Although we refer to n{p) in terms of the decomposition of p as

tpf + (1 - t)pc, we could, perhaps more simply, define it as sup(l — X^M^n)),

where the sup is taken over all countable measurable partitions of 12. The sup may

or may not be attained by any partition. If it is, then the theorem implies that the

sets in the various partitions of the theorem may be finite unions of the sets in some

fixed partition, i.e., from the point of view of 7 the space behaves as a countable

set.
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